Bundles of semiflexible polymers such as actin filaments are studied theoretically. The bundle formation is governed by attractive filament interactions mediated by cross-linking sticker molecules. Using a combination of analytical arguments and Monte Carlo simulations, it is shown that the formation of bundles of parallel filaments requires a threshold concentration of linkers which becomes independent of the filament number for large bundles. The unbinding of bundles happens in a single, discontinuous transition. We discuss the behavior of the bundle thickness at and below the transition. In the bound phase, large bundles tend to segregate into sub-bundles due to slow kinetics. Our results are in qualitative agreement with experiments on F-actin in the presence of the cross-linking protein -actinin. [2, 3] . Since the interfilament attraction is mediated by cross-linkers with weak bonds, the formation of F-actin bundles is reversible and can be controlled by the crosslinker concentration [4 -6]. Bundle formation has also been studied in the context of polyelectrolytes, for which charge correlations of polyvalent counterions [7] or counterion aggregation [8] are possible bundling mechanisms. The formation of filament meshworks has been addressed in Ref. [9] , focusing on the meshwork topology rather than on the elastic properties of the filaments.
Introduction.-Biological cells and chemical synthesis provide a large variety of rodlike filaments. These filaments are semiflexible polymers with a large persistence length L p and can assemble into different morphologies. Actin filaments, e.g., are characterized by L p ' 17 m [1] and form both bundles [2] and meshworks depending on the presence of different actin-binding linker molecules [2, 3] . Since the interfilament attraction is mediated by cross-linkers with weak bonds, the formation of F-actin bundles is reversible and can be controlled by the crosslinker concentration [4 -6] . Bundle formation has also been studied in the context of polyelectrolytes, for which charge correlations of polyvalent counterions [7] or counterion aggregation [8] are possible bundling mechanisms. The formation of filament meshworks has been addressed in Ref. [9] , focusing on the meshwork topology rather than on the elastic properties of the filaments.
In this Letter, we theoretically study bundle formation and unbinding of N essentially parallel filaments in the presence of cross-linking molecules with two adhesive end groups. It is convenient to confine these filaments within a tubular compartment of length L and diameter L ? . As shown below, this system exhibits a critical cross-linker concentration, X 1 X 1;c , which separates two different concentration regimes. For X 1 < X 1;c , the filaments are unbound and uniformly distributed within the compartment. For X 1 > X 1;c , the filaments form either a single bundle, which represents the true ground state of the system as in Figs. 1(a) and 1(c), or several sub-bundles, which represent metastable, kinetically trapped states as in Fig. 1(b) . Furthermore, as we decrease the cross-linker concentration from a value above X 1;c towards a value below X 1;c , the bundles undergo a discontinuous unbinding transition at X 1 X 1;c .
We explicitly derive this behavior for filaments of fixed length L, but filaments of variable lengths and/or growing filaments should behave in the same way provided the width of the length distribution is small compared to its mean value. Our results are in qualitative agreement with recent experimental observations that bundles of F-actin filaments form above a threshold concentration of crosslinking proteins [4 -6] . In these experiments, a stable and narrow length distribution is achieved by adding the protein phalloidin, which inhibits depolymerization, as well as capping proteins such as gelsolin [4 -6] . Our theoretical predictions also apply to bundles of microtubules [10] or carbon nanotubes [11] .
Model.
-In order to model a single bundle we consider N parallel filamentous polymers with bending rigidities i (i 1; . . . ; N), persistence lengths L p;i 2 i =T where T is the temperature in energy units, and contour lengths comparable to or smaller than L p;i . The filaments are oriented along one axis, say the x axis, and can be parametrized by two-dimensional displacements z i x perpendicular to the x axis (see Fig. 2 ) with 0 < x < L, where L is the projected length of the polymer. Our parametrization is appropriate provided the longitudinal correlation length is small compared to L p;i . Since we focus on the unbinding or disassembly process, we can put L ? 1 and, in this way, eliminate one model parameter.
The filament interaction is mediated by cross-linking sticker molecules that adsorb from the surrounding solution. Each linker consists of a short polymer with adhesive end groups; see Fig. 2 . In order to describe the linker degrees of freedom, we discretize the filament into seg- ments of length a k , i.e., x k ka k and z i;k z i x k , and introduce occupation numbers n i;k n i x k 0; 1 for linkers at segment k of filament i. The segment length a k is given by the size of the cross-linker end group. The Hamiltonian for the filament-linker system has the form
where the first contribution
x z i 2 contains the bending energies of the filaments with bending rigidities i . The term H 1 describes the intrafilament interactions of linkers. We consider a lattice gas of linkers with hard-core repulsion adsorbing on a filament with H 1 P k a k Wn i;k where W < 0 is the adhesive energy (per length) of the one linker end group. The third contribution H 2 describes the pairwise interactions between filaments i and j and is given by
where z ij;k z i;k ÿ z j;k . The first term is the hard-core repulsion of filaments that is independent of the linker occupation with a potential V r z 1 for jzj < ' r and V r z 0 otherwise where ' r is of the order of the filament diameter. The second term is the linker-mediated attraction and is nonzero if one of the filaments carries a linker. Then the other filament is attracted by a linker-mediated potential V a z. The filament can gain an additional energy jWj if it is in a range ' a of the order of the linker size, which we model by a potential well [12] V a z W for 0 < jzj ÿ ' r < ' a ;
V a z 0 otherwise:
The filament interaction (2) depends only on the coordinate differences z ij;k . Therefore, the center of mass z k i z i;k of the filament ensemble decouples and performs free diffusion. Bundle formation depends only on N ÿ 1 z k -independent displacement fields such as, e.g., z 1i;k with i 2; . . . ; N. Now we can trace over the linkers in the grand-canonical ensemble and obtain an effective interaction Hamiltonian H 2 [14] . In the limit of low linker densities we find W=T , but higher-order nonpairwise interactions are also generated. Pairwise filament interactions with potentials of the form (3) can also arise from van der Waals, electrostatic, or depletion forces.
Unbinding of two filaments.-The unbinding of two semiflexible polymers with interaction V r V a has been studied in detail by transfer matrix methods in Ref. [13] . The unbinding of two filaments was shown to occur at a critical potential strength
=T is associated with the reduced bending rigidity r 12 1 2 = 1 2 for the relative coordinate z 12 . For j Wj < j W c j filaments are unbound with infinite mean separation hjz 12 ji, and for j Wj > j W c j they form a tightly bound state with hjz 12 ji < ' a ' r . The detailed transfer matrix treatment [13] shows that the transition is discontinuous in three dimensions. Furthermore, the mean filament separation stays finite at the transition, hjz 12 ji ' a ' r , before it jumps to infinity in the unbound phase, whereas the second moment diverges as hjz 12 j ÿ ' r 2 i j W ÿ W c j ÿ1 upon approaching the transition. A filament pair thus exhibits pronounced fluctuations close to the unbinding transition even though the transition is first order. These results are confirmed by Monte Carlo (MC) simulations, which also show that the critical exponents do not depend on the presence or absence of the hard-core V r .
Unbundling of N filaments.-Whereas the critical behavior of two unbinding filaments can be obtained from the exact transfer matrix treatment, this is no longer possible for three or more filaments. Therefore we use an effective 2-polymer model to approach the question whether bun- H 2 which is obtained after integrating out cross-linking stickers. Filaments are discretized into L=x points along the x direction, in which we apply periodic boundary conditions. In each MC step we attempt a random perpendicular displacement in the z direction. These MC simulations can be used to determine the locus and order of the unbinding transitions since the mean energy hH i (see Fig. 3(a) ) exhibits a discontinuity across a first order transition. To gain further insight into bundle morphologies we also measure the mean segment separation hjz ij j ÿ ' r i (see Fig. 3(b) ) which is directly proportional to the mean bundle thickness that can be determined by optical microscopy in experiments.
Our MC simulations confirm that for bundles containing up to N 20 filaments there is a single, discontinuous unbinding transition; see Fig. 3(a) . In the presence of a hard-core repulsion, we also observe saturation of the critical potential strength W c to a N-independent limiting value for large N as predicted analytically. As can be seen in Fig. 1(a) , typical bundle morphologies close to the transition are governed by pair contacts of filaments. The bundle thickness, as given by the mean segment separation hjz ij j ÿ ' r i, stays finite up to the transition; see MC data in Fig. 3(b) . For increasing N, an increasing number of higher moments hjz ij j ÿ ' r m i remains finite at the transition [15] showing that the critical thickness fluctuations of large bundles become small.
Deep in the bundled phase, i.e., for large j Wj, our MC simulations show that bundles do not always reach their equilibrium shape. Small sub-bundles containing typically N 5 filaments form easily, they start to entangle, and further equilibration is kinetically arrested suggesting that the bundle is in a ''glass'' phase. Figure 1(b) shows the segregation into sub-bundles in a typical configuration and Fig. 3(a) shows the corresponding rise in the mean bundle energy per filament which approaches the N 5 result. In Fig. 3(b) the pronounced rise of the mean separation for N > 5 with increasing potential strength and with increasing N is due to the segregation. This behavior is reminiscent of the experimentally observed F-actin structures consisting of networks of small bundles [5] . Only when starting from a sufficiently compact initial state do bundles relax towards the equilibrium form in the MC simulation, which is a roughly cylindrical bundle with a hexagonal filament arrangement (q 6) as shown in Fig. 1(c) . In contrast to the segregated form, the bundle thickness and the mean energy per filament of the equilibrium form decrease with increasing N, as can be seen in Fig. 3 . Both types of bundles swell as one increases the hardcore ' r .
Discussion and conclusion.-The critical potential strength W c corresponds to a critical cross-linker concentration X 1;c . For weakly bound linkers jWj T=a k , we have a simple linear relation W X 1 W such that X 1;c W c =W. The corresponding relation for strongly bound linkers is more complicated. Unbundling can be studied experimentally by (i) isolating a bundle of N filaments from a system at high cross-linker concentration using, e.g., a micropipette, and (ii) transferring the bundle to cross-linker solutions of lower concentration, where it eventually unbinds for X 1 < X 1;c .
We have shown that long parallel filaments in a finite compartment distribute evenly for j Wj < j W c j, whereas they bind into a single bundle for j Wj > j W c j [16] . The phase with homogeneously distributed parallel filaments for j Wj < j W c j can be interpreted as a low-density nematic phase, whereas the bundle that forms for j Wj > j W c j resembles a domain of a high-density nematic phase which coexists with a phase of small filament density.
In order to include translational and rotational entropy, we can map the ensemble of semiflexible filaments considered here onto an ensemble of rigid rods of length L and diameter a ? at a certain concentration c [17] . The effective pairwise attraction (per length) J is given by the bundling free energy of the filaments, which arises from the competition of configurational entropy and short-range attraction and is given by J W c ÿ W > 0 for j Wj > j W c j and by J 0 for j Wj < j W c j. As shown in Refs. [17] , the hard rod system separates into a high-density nematic phase and a low-density nematic or isotropic phase above a critical attraction, i.e., for J > J J c; L. The critical value J behaves as J 1=L [17] in the limit of large L, which is consistent with our result that, in the same limit, N parallel filaments form a bundle for j Wj > j W c j or J > 0 corresponding to J 0 [16] . The phase separation for J > J is in qualitative agreement with the experimental results in Refs. [4 -6] . An intermediate gel phase as observed in Ref. [4] is absent in the rigid rod model since this phase is presumably governed by entanglement effects.
In conclusion, we have shown that bundles of long, parallel filaments that adhere via molecular cross-linkers, undergo a single, discontinuous unbinding transition at a finite cross-linker concentration. Therefore, bundle assembly and disassembly can be controlled by varying the cross-linker concentration in the surrounding solution. Large bundles can be kinetically trapped in glasslike states consisting of several sub-bundles.
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